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Breast cancer is in most cases noticed over the world as the second cause of 
cancer-allied death in women. Monocyte chemoattractant protein-1 (MCP-
1) plays an essential role in the opening and advancement of cancer. The 
report derives the association of MCP-1 with age, BMI, insulin, glucose and 
other breast cancer biomarkers such as leptin, resistin, adiponectin, HOMA 
based on a real data set. It is obtained herein that mean MCP-1 is positively 
associated with BMI (p<0.0001), resistin (p<0.0001) and the interaction 
effect of insulin and leptin (i.e., insulin*leptin) (p<0.0001), while it is 
negatively associated with insulin (p<0.0001) and leptin (p<0.0001). The 
variance of MCP-1 is positively associated with age*insulin (p=0.0025), 
leptin*resistin (p=0.0176) and glucose*leptin (p=0.0819), while it is 
negatively associated with age (p=0.0706), homeostasis model assessment 
score (HOMA) (p=0.0055), leptin (p=0.0198) and resistin (p=0.0777). Only 
three partially significant effects (approximately 8% level of significance) 
are included in the Gamma variance model, while they are significant in 
the Log-normal variance model. These are accounted as a confounder in 
the model in view of Epidemiology. It is concluded herein that MCP-1 is 
higher for women with high BMI, higher levels of resistin, low levels of 
both insulin and leptin, along with their high interaction effect.
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Leukocytes infiltrate a number of mouse and human 
cancers [1, 2]. MCP-1 is a chemokine with potent monocyte 
chemotactic activity [2]. Initially, it was purified from the 
culture supernatant of a monocytic leukemic cell line [3], and 
a human malignant glioma [4]. Later on, it was suggested as 
identical to the earlier described tumor cell-derived chemotactic 
factor [5]. Therefore, tumor cells are a root of MCP-1. It is 
suggested that MCP-1 produced by tumors is accountable for 
the collection of immunosuppressive macrophages that enhance 
tumor growth [6 - 9]. So, it plays a major role in the opening and 
advancement of colitis-associated colon carcinogenesis [10]. It 
was found that inhibition of MCP-1 resulted in shortened the 
growth of breast cancer [11], prostate cancer [12 - 14] and lung 
cancer [15] in mice. Therefore, the neutralization of MCP-1 is a 
cancer treatment target [16]. A meta-analysis has been adopted 
to establish the association between MCP-1 expression, overall 
survival, clinical staging, and disease-free survival among 
patients with solid tumors [17].

MCP-1 is an authentic element of the inflammatory process 
and reveals a potential therapeutic treatment target, not only in 
breast cancer but also in obesity [11, 17]. The relationship of 
MCP-1 with glucose, insulin, age, BMI and other breast cancer 
biomarkers are little studied simultaneously in earlier literature. 
Considering only any two covariates, there are some studies. But 
for a multivariate data set, simple correlation between any two 
covariates is meaningless, without eliminating the effects of the 
other covariates. This type of association can only be studied 
adopting suitable modeling. Best of our knowledge, in earlier 
studies there is no such probabilistic model for MCP-1 with 
its many associated covariates. The relationship of MCP-1 with 
age, MBI, glucose, insulin, and other breast cancer biomarkers 
are derived herein based on probabilistic modeling. The effects 
of MCP-1 on the other covariates are investigated in the current 
report.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials
The relationship of MCP-1 with its related covariates such 

as insulin, glucose, age, BMI and many other breast cancer 
biomarkers is derived in the report adopting a real data set of 116 
(52 healthy and 64 breast cancer) women with 10 covariates. 
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The data set can be viewed in the UCI Machine Learning 
Repository. A detailed illustration of the patient population and 
data collection process is noted in [18], which is not redisplayed 
herein. For essential use of covariates, they are redisplayed as 
Insulin (μU/mL), Age (years), Glucose (mg/dL), BMI (kg/
m2), Adiponectin (μg/mL), Leptin (ng/mL), HOMA, MCP-
1 (pg/dL), Resistin (ng/mL), Class of subjects (1=healthy; 
2=patients).

Statistical methods
The relationship of MCP-1 with its related covariates is 

derived herein with probabilistic modeling. Note that the 
response MCP-1 is positive continuous and non-constant 
variance, which can be modeled by adopting variance 
stabilization transformation, when the variance is stabilized by 
the applied transformation. Otherwise, it should be modeled 
adopting Joint Generalized Linear Models ( JGLMs) using 
both the distributions such as Log-normal and Gamma, which 
is illustrated in [19 - 22]. Note that the variance of MCP-1 is 
not stabilized by any transformation, which is modeled herein 
by JGLMs that has been explicitly illustrated in many books 
and research articles. It is not redisplayed in details herein, and 
interested researchers can visit [19, 21]. Very shortly, two JGLMs 
for both Log-normal and Gamma are displayed as follow.

JGLMs with Log-normal distribution: Suppose a 
continuous positive response variable yi’s with E(yi) = µi 

(mean 
parameters), and heteroscedastic variance σi

2 (dispersion 
parameters), satisfies the relationship ( ) ( )2 2 2

i i i i iVar Y Vσ µ σ µ= =

say. For this situation, practically, the log transformation Zi = log 

(Yi) is adopted to stabilize the variance Var (Zi ≈) 2
iσ ( ) 2

iVar Zi σ≈ , 
but in practice, the variance may not be stabilized always. Under 
this situation, JGLMs for mean and dispersion are frequently 
adopted to derive the appropriate model, assuming the response 
distribution as Log-normal or Gamma. For the response (Yi) 
having Log-normal distribution (with Zi = logYi), JGLMs for 
mean and dispersion are presented by

E(Zi) = µzi and Var(Zi)=
2
ziσ ,

µzi =
t
iX β and ( )2log t

zi igσ γ= , 

Where t
ix  and t

ig  are the explanatory variable vectors 
connected with the regression coefficients β (mean model) and 
γ (variance model), respectively.

JGLMs with Gamma distribution: The above stated 
continuous positive random response yi, satisfies V(yi) = 2

iσ
V(µi), where V (.) presents the variance function with two GLM 
components such as 2

iσ  (independent of means) and V (µi) 
(depends on means). Practically, GLM family distribution is 
represented by V (µi). For illustration, if

 
V (µ) = µ, it is Poisson, 

Normal if V (µ)=1, and Gamma if V (µ) = µ2 etc. Therefore, 
Gamma JGLMs for mean and dispersion if V (µ) = µ2 are

( ) t
i i ig xη µ β= =  

and ( )2 t
i i ih wε σ γ= =

Where g (.) and h (.) are GLM link functions connected 
to the mean and dispersion linear predictors respectively, and 
xi

t, wi
t is the explanatory variable vectors, related to the mean and 

dispersion parameters respectively. The Maximum Likelihood (ML) 
and the restricted ML (REML) method are adopted respectively, 
for calculating the mean and dispersion parameters [19].

Statistical and graphical analysis

In this section, MCP-1 has been modeled using JGLMs 
adopting both the Log-normal and Gamma distributions. 
MCP-1 is considered as the dependent variable, while the others 
are considered as the explanatory variables. Smallest Akaike 
information criterion (AIC) value (within each class) selects the 
final model, which minimizes both the squared error loss and 
predicted additive errors [23]. All included factors in the mean 
model are significant. In the variance model, some insignificant 
effects such as insulin, glucose, and resistin are included 
following the marginality rule given by Nelder [24 - 29], which 
suggests that if any interaction effect is significantly included in 
the model, then all its lower order effects should be included. 
In Epidemiology, partially significant effects are named as a 
confounder. Treated as a confounder, age and interaction effect 
glucose*leptin are included in the Gamma fitted variance model, 
but they are significant in the Log-normal variance model. 
Note that in Log-normal fitted variance model all effects are 
significant except insulin and glucose, which are included in 

 (a) (b)

Fig. 1. For the MCP-1 Gamma fitted models (Table 1), the (a) absolute residuals plot with respect to MCP-1 fitted values, and (b) the 
normal probability MCP-1 mean model plot
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the model due to marginality rule by Nelder [24 - 29]. MCP-
1 analysis outcomes for JGLMs with both Log-normal and 
Gamma models are presented in Table 1. In addition, both 
models give identical interpretations. In view of AIC rule, 
Gamma model (AIC=1572.816) shows a better fit than Log-
normal (AIC=1575).

Finally accepted model always reveals valid interpretations. 
Thus, it must be adopted based on model checking diagnostic 
plots. Here, Gamma fitted MCP-1 model is accepted as the final 
model which is examined by Figure 1, which contains absolute 
residuals and mean normal probability plots. The absolute 
residuals are plotted with respect to the MCP-1 Gamma fitted 
values (Table 1) in Figure 1a, which is an approximately flat 
straight line with the running means, concluding that variance 
is constant. Figure 1b shows the Gamma fitted MCP-1 mean 
normal probability plot (Table 1), which does not reveal any 
discrepancy in the fitting. Thus, both the plots argue that 
Gamma fitted MCP-1 model (Table 1) is near to its true model.

RESULTS
The outcomes of MCP-1 analysis are tabulated in Table 

1 for both the models. It is observed from Table 1 that all the 
included factors in the mean model for both the distributions 
are highly significant. Mean MCP-1 is positively associated with 
BMI (p<0.0001), resistin (p<0.0001) and the interaction effect 
of insulin and leptin (i.e., insulin*leptin) (p<0.0001), while 
it is negatively associated with insulin (p<0.0001) and leptin 
(p<0.0001). The variance of MCP-1 is positively associated 
with age*insulin (p=0.0025), leptin*resistin (p=0.0176) and 
glucose*leptin (p=0.0819), while it is negatively associated with 
age (p=0.0706), HOMA (p=0.0055), leptin (p=0.0198) and 
resistin (p=0.0777). Note that age (p=0.0383), glucose*leptin 
(p=0.0056) and resistin (p=0.0215) are significant in the Log-
normal fitted variance model, while they are partially significant 
in Gamma fitted variance model.

Gamma fitted MCP-1 mean (µ) model (from Table 1) 
is µ = exp (5.1791+0.0455 BMI - 0.0265 Insulin - 0.0192 
Leptin+0.0009 Insulin*Leptin+0.0220 Resistin), and Gamma 
fitted MCP-1dispersion �( )2σ  model is � 2 σ =  exp (0.7374-

0.0293 Age-0.0868 Insulin+0.0051 Age*Insulin-0.8286 
HOMA+0.0053 Glucose-0.0997 Leptin+0.0007 
Glucose*Leptin-0.0405 Resistin+0.0010 Leptin*Resistin).

Mean and dispersion relationship of MCP-1 are expressed 
by the above two equations. Mean MCP-1 is explained by BMI, 
insulin, leptin, insulin*leptin and resistin, while the dispersion 
of MCP-1 is explained by age, insulin, age*insulin, HOMA, 
glucose, leptin, glucose *leptin, resistin, leptin*resistin. The mean 
and dispersion of MCP-1 are modeled simultaneously by the 
iterative method [19]. For testing the significance of regression 
coefficients, t-statistic is used (Table 1).

DISCUSSION
Summarized results of MCP-1 analysis are presented in Table 

1. The detailed conclusions of MCP-1 analysis are displayed in 
this section. Mean MCP-1 model concludes the following:

 — Mean MCP-1 is positively associated with BMI 
(p<0.0001), concluding that MCP-1 levels are higher as 
BMI increases. This is reported in many articles [9, 17]

 — Mean MCP-1 is negatively associated with insulin 
(p<0.0001), implying that MCP-1 levels rise as insulin 
decreases. This is very little reported in earlier articles

 — Mean MCP-1 is negatively associated with leptin 
(p<0.0001), indicating that MCP-1 levels rise as leptin 
decreases, which is little reported in earlier articles

 — Mean MCP-1 is positively associated with insulin*leptin 
(p<0.0001), implying that MCP-1 levels increase as 
the joint interaction effect insulin*leptin increases. 
Note that its two marginal effects insulin and leptin 
are negatively associated with MCP-1, while their 
joint effect is positively associated with it. This is not 
reported in earlier articles

 — Mean MCP-1 is positively associated with resistin 
(p<0.0001), interpreting that MCP-1 levels increase 
as resistin levels increase. This is very little reported in 
earlier articles. Variance model of MCP-1 concludes 

Model Covariate
Gamma model Log-normal model

estimate s.e. t-value P-value Estimate s.e. t-value P-value

Mean model

Constant 5.1791 0.27784 18.641 <0.0001 4.9439 0.28594 17.29 <0.0001
BMI 0.0455 0.01066 4.265 <0.0001 0.0465 0.01101 4.226 <0.0001
Insulin -0.0265 0.00449 -5.9 <0.0001 -0.0225 0.00494 -4.566 <0.0001
Leptin -0.0192 0.00336 -5.73 <0.0001 -0.0174 0.00345 -5.038 <0.0001
Insulin*Leptin 0.0009 0.00017 5.458 <0.0001 0.0009 0.00018 4.846 <0.0001
Resistin 0.022 0.00348 6.327 <0.0001 0.0239 0.00345 6.923 <0.0001

Dispersion 
Model

Constant 0.7374 1.5228 0.484 0.6293 1.011 1.5513 0.652 0.5158
Age -0.0293 0.0161 -1.826 0.0706 -0.0328 0.0156 -2.097 0.0383
Insulin -0.0868 0.0733 -1.184 0.239 -0.0613 0.072 -0.851 0.3966
Age*Insulin 0.0051 0.0016 3.098 0.0025 0.0054 0.0015 3.488 0.0008
HOMA -0.8286 0.2928 -2.83 0.0055 -0.9607 0.2825 -3.4 0.0009
Glucose 0.0053 0.0144 0.371 0.7113 0.0069 0.0143 0.483 0.63
Leptin -0.0997 0.0421 -2.365 0.0198 -0.1177 0.0416 -2.826 0.0056
Glucose*Leptin 0.0007 0.0004 1.756 0.0819 0.0008 0.0004 2.091 0.0388
Resistin -0.0405 0.0227 -1.781 0.0777 -0.0524 0.0224 -2.332 0.0215
Leptin*Resistin 0.001 0.0004 2.411 0.0176 0.0013 0.0004 3.114 0.0024

AIC=1572.816 AIC=1575

Tab. 1. Results for mean 
and dispersion models 
for MCP.1 from Log-
Normal and Gamma fit

Association of monocyte chemoattractant
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the following, which is not reported in earlier articles

 — The variance of MCP-1 is negatively associated with age 
(p=0.0706), concluding that MCP-1 variance is higher 
at younger women. Note that it is significant under the 
Log-normal model

 — The variance of MCP-1 is positively associated with 
age*insulin (p=0.0025), interpreting that it increases 
as the interaction effect age*insulin increases. Note that 
age is negatively associated while insulin is insignificant, 
but their joint interaction effect is positively associated 
with it 

 — The variance of MCP-1 is negatively associated with 
HOMA (p=0.0055), implying that it increases if 
HOMA levels decrease

 — The variance of MCP-1 is negatively associated with 
leptin (p=0.0198), indicating that it increases as insulin 
levels decrease

 — The variance of MCP-1 is positively associated with 
glucose*leptin (p=0.0819), interpreting that it increases 
as the interaction effect glucose*leptin increases. Note 
that leptin is negatively associated while glucose 
is insignificant, but their joint interaction effect is 
positively associated with it

 — The variance of MCP-1 is negatively associated with 
resistin (p=0.0777), concluding that it increases as 
resistin levels decrease

 — The variance of MCP-1 is positively associated with 
leptin*resistin (p=0.0176), interpreting that it increases 
as the interaction effect leptin*resistin increases. Note 
that both leptin and resistin are negatively associated 
with it, while their joint interaction effect is positively 
associated

The current MCP-1 analysis shows that it is significantly 
associated with age, BMI, diabetes markers (insulin and 
glucose), and also other breast cancer biomarkers (resistin, 
leptin, HOMA). Here it is observed that mean MCP-1 is 
significantly positively associated with BMI (supports earlier 
findings) and resistin. On the other hand, BMI and resistin 
analyses have revealed a similar association with MCP-1. Note 
that mean MCP-1 is negatively significantly associated with 
insulin and leptin. But leptin analysis has revealed a similar 
association with MCP-1, while MCP-1 is associated with 
the variance of insulin. The current MCP-1 analysis shows no 
association with adiponectin, while adiponectin analysis has 
revealed similar results. In addition, present analysis has shown 
that the interaction effect insulin*leptin is positively associated 
with MCP-1, which is not mentioned in any previous article. 
Moreover, there are many factors such as age, age*insulin, 
HOMA, leptin, glucose*leptin, resistin, leptin*resistin are highly 
associated with the variance of MCP-1 (Table 1) which were not 
noted in any previous article. Diabetes markers such as glucose 
and insulin are associated with the mean and variance of MCP-
1. These diabetes markers jointly with leptin (i.e., insulin*leptin 
and glucose*leptin) and age (age*insulin) are associated with 
mean and variance of MCP-1 (Table 1). In addition, MCP-1 
is also associated with other breast cancer biomarkers such as 

leptin, resistin, and HOMA. Leptin and resistin are marginally 
and jointly associated with the mean and variance of MCP-1, 
while HOMA is only marginally associated with the variance of 
MCP-1 (Table 1). Best of our knowledge, little previous studies 
have focused the associations of MCP-1 with many other breast 
cancer and diabetes markers adopting probabilistic modeling, 
thus the present findings are little compared with the previous 
results. 

The current outcomes of MCP-1 analysis are completely 
associated with the data set in [18]. It is hoped that the present 
results will be valid for similar data sets, which is not examined 
herein. The considered data set does not take on many other 
breast cancer biomarkers and diabetes markers such as 2-hours 
post plasma glucose, random plasma glucose, and HbA1c. So, 
the present study is unable to derive any association of MCP-1 
with HBA1c, random plasma glucose, and 2-hours post plasma 
glucose. Future researchers can consider much more diabetes 
and breast cancer biomarkers including age and BMI.

CONCLUSION
The associations of MCP-1 with BMI, insulin, 

glucose, age and other breast cancer biomarkers 
have been derived herein with probabilistic 
modeling. The final MCP-1 model has been adopted 
on comparison of both the Log-normal and Gamma 
models, small standard error of the parameter 
estimates, based on the smallest AIC value, and 
examining model checking plots. The standard 
error of the mean parameter estimates of MCP-1 is 
lower in the final selected Gamma model than Log-
normal, while the scenario is completely reverse for 
the variance models except for the intercept. Both 
models have very similar results. Thus, the final 
selected MCP-1 model is very close to its true model. 
Therefore, the derived associations from the MCP-
1 model are true to the best of our knowledge. The 
derived results have supported many earlier results 
and real situations. The report has shown that 
mean MCP-1 is associated with BMI, insulin, leptin, 
resistin, and insulin*leptin, while the variance of 
MCP-1 is associated with age, age*insulin, HOMA, 
leptin, glucose*leptin, resistin leptin*resistin. These 
associations cannot be derived based on simple 
correlation, simple and multiple regression, meta-
analysis, logistic regression, odds ratio, etc. Hence, 
the research should have greater faith in the current 
MCP-1 analysis outcomes than those emanating 
from meta-analysis, simple and multiple regression, 
odds ratio, logistic regression, etc.

It has been derived that MCP-1 is higher for 
high BMI women along with high levels of resistin, 
including low levels of leptin and insulin. If both 
the insulin and leptin levels are low indicating 
that their joint interaction effect (insulin*leptin) 
is positive, which also increases the MCP-1 levels 
(Table 1). Most of the findings related to MCP-1 
analysis herein are completely new in the breast 
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cancer literature. The present findings will be 
helpful to the medical practitioners, researchers, 
patients as well as healthy women. Women with 
high BMI should care on MCP-1levels along with 
resistin, insulin and leptin levels.
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